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The University of Tulsa
The University of Tulsa is Oklahoma’s oldest and largest independent university. Approximately 
4,200 students pursue more than 70 major fields of study and graduate programs in more than 25 
disciplines.

  Tulsa, Oklahoma
Off-campus activities abound in Tulsa, one of the nation’s most livable cities. Our temperate climate, 
with four distinct seasons, is perfect for year-round outdoor activities. With a metropolitan popula-
tion of 888,000, the city of Tulsa affords opportunities for students to gain internship and work 
experience in its dynamic data processing, petroleum, medical, and financial industries. One can also 
enjoy world-class ballet, symphony and theatre performances, and exhibits in the cultural communi-
ty. Annual events include Mayfest, Oktoberfest, the Chili Cook-off and Bluegrass Festival, the Tulsa 
Run, and the Jazz and Blues festivals.

  Chemical Engineering at TU
TU enjoys a solid international reputation for expertise in the energy industry, and offers materials, 
environmental, refining, business and biochemical options. The department places particular empha-
sis on experimental research, and is proud of its strong contact with industry.
The department offers a traditional Ph.D. program and three master’s programs:
• Master of Science degree (thesis program)
• Master of Engineering degree (a professional degree that can be completed in 18 months without   
 a thesis)
• Special Master’s degree for nonchemical engineering undergraduates
Financial aid is available, including fellowships and research assistantships.

  The Faculty
M. Carreon • Nanomaterials, plasma catalysis
D.W. Crunkleton • Alternative energy, transport phenomena
L.P. Ford • Kinetics of dry etching of metals, surface science
T. W. Johannes • Directed evolution, biocatalysis, biosynthesis, metabolic engineering
F.S. Manning • Industrial pollution control, surface processing of petroleum
G.L. Price • Zeolites, heterogeneous catalysis
H. Ramsurn • Renewable energy, supercritical fluids, gas-to-liquid reactions
K.L. Sublette • Bioremediation, biological waste treatment, ecological risk assessment
K.D. Wisecarver • Multiphase reactors, multiphase flows

Further Information
Graduate Program Director • Russell School of Chemical Engineering
The University of Tulsa • 800 South Tucker Drive • Tulsa, Oklahoma 74104-3189
Phone (918) 631-2227 • Fax (918) 631-3268
E-mail: chegradadvisor@utulsa.edu • Graduate School application: 1-800-882-4723
The University of Tulsa has an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Program for students and employees.




